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Most research on organized crime reveals only a limited sense of its history. Our
understanding suffers as a result. Space, Time, and Organized Crime shows how
arguments about the sources, consequences, and extent of crime are distorted as a
consequence of crude empiricism. Originally published in Europe in 1991 as
Perspectives on Organizing Crime, this book is a timely blend of history, criticism, and
research. Fully one-fourth of this new edition contains hitherto unpublished materials
especially relevant to the American experience. Space, Time, and Organized Crime
describes the background of Progressive Era New York. It then broadens its scope by
exploring the changes in drug production and distribution in Europe from about 1925 to
the mid-1930s. Block addresses such little explored issues as the ethnicity of traders,
the structure of drug syndicates, and the impact of legislation that attempted to
criminalize increasing aspects of the world's narcotic industry prior to the Second World
War. He then goes on to present organized crime's involvement with transnational
political movements, intelligence services, and political murders. Space, Time, and
Organized Crime concentrates on ambiguities evident in organized crime control, such
as the U.S. Internal Revenue Service's protection of criminal off-shore financial
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interests, and the contradictions found in America's war on drugs. Space, Time, and
Organized Crime demonstrates that the essential nature of crime in the twentieth
century (regardless of where it takes place) cannot be understood without sound
historical studies and a more sophisticated criminological approach. Block's unique
blend of stratification in a historical context will be of special interest to historians,
sociologists, criminologists, and penologist.
This book fills an essential gap in the existing literature by analyzing fraud, and the
weakening of ethical relations as parts of an overall global process, in an
interdisciplinary, international and multidimensional perspective. It provides an in-depth
analysis of fraud in its multiple facets, including financial fraud (most notably related to
banking), fiscal/tax fraud (tax compliance and the role of government in the process),
and academic fraud (exams misconduct and plagiarism). It also presents a set of
methods and empirical evidence on the prevention and combating of fraud in distinct
settings, such as money laundering, fraudulent investments schemes, and public
procurement mismanagement, and economies, including Brazil, Canada, France, and
Portugal.
Peter Robb's journey into the dark heart of Sicily uses history, painting, literature and
food to shed light on southern Italy's legacy of political corruption and violent crime.
Taking the trial of seven-times Prime Minister, Giulio Andreotti, for alleged Mafia
involvement as its starting point, Midnight in Sicily combines a searching investigation
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with an exuberant, sensual appreciation of this beautiful and bewildering island.
Describes the origins and history of the Cosa Nostra, beginning in 1863 Sicily and
moving to Prohibition Era America, discussing the formation of the mafia families and
the most famous legendary criminals.
Die wahre Geschichte hinter dem Mythos Der Historiker und Mafia-Experte John Dickie
liefert die erste umfassende und seriöse Geschichte der Freimaurer – des
Geheimbunds, der seit seiner Gründung im 18. Jahrhundert die Geschicke des
Westens entscheidend mitbestimmt hat. Mozart, Goethe und Friedrich der Große
gehörten dazu. George Washington, Franklin D. Roosevelt und Winston Churchill auch.
Genauso wie Louis Armstrong, Walt Disney und vielleicht auch Brad Pitt. Sie alle eint
der wohl mächtigste und mysteriöseste Geheimbund der Welt, die Freimaurer-Loge.
Von Winkel und Zirkel im Grundstein des Kapitols bis zur Pyramide auf dem
amerikanischen Dollarschein – die Symbole der Freimaurer sind eingegangen in die
westliche Ikonographie der Macht. Aber wie weit reicht ihre Macht wirklich? Haben die
Freimaurer die Französische Revolution ausgelöst? Stecken sie hinter den
Serienmorden von Jack the Ripper? Oder steht ihr Griff nach der Weltherrschaft gar
unmittelbar bevor? Der Historiker Dickie entlarvt Mythen und zeigt gleichzeitig auf: Von
den aufkeimenden europäischen Nationalstaaten und der amerikanischen
Unabhängigkeitserklärung bis hin zu Sklavenhandel, Imperialismus und der
Frauenfrage haben die Freimaurer eine Schlüsselrolle in den Kerndebatten der
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westlichen Gesellschaft gespielt. John Dickie deckt das fundamentale Paradox auf, wie
ausgerechnet ein geheimer und exklusiver Männerbund entscheidend zur Verbreitung
der westlichen Werte von Freiheit, Gleichheit, Brüderlichkeit, Toleranz und Humanität
beigetragen hat. John Dickie ist Historiker am University College London und
Mafiaexperte. Nach einem Radiointerview, in dem er die Mafia als »Freimaurer für
Kriminelle« bezeichnet hatte, wurde er zu einem Gespräch in die Freimaurerloge
gebeten. Dies sollte der Anfang einer langen Reise auf den Spuren der Freimaurer sein
– von Washington über New York nach Rom, Neapel, Wien und Paris. John Dickie,
selbst kein Freimaurer, erklärt uns diesen mysteriösesten aller Geheimbünde, ohne
dabei je die kritische Distanz zu verlieren.
The Italian-American mafia has its roots in a mysterious and powerful criminal network
in Sicily. While the mythology of the mafia has been widely celebrated in American
culture, the true origins of its rituals, laws, and methods have never actually been
revealed. John Dickie uses startling new research to expose the secrets of the Sicilian
mafia, providing a fascinating account that is more violent, frightening, and darkly comic
than anything conceived in popular movies and novels. How did the Sicilian mafia
begin? How did it achieve its powerful grip in Italy and America? How does it operate
today? From the mafia's origins in the 1860s to its current tense relationship with the
Berlusconi government, Cosa Nostra takes us to the inner sanctum where few have
dared to go before. This is an important work of history and a revelation for anyone who
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ever wondered what it means to be "made" in the mob.
BLOOD BROTHERHOODS is the enthralling new history of Italian organised crime, by
the author of the international bestseller COSA NOSTRA. The Sicilian mafia, or Cosa
Nostra, is far from being Italy's only dangerous criminal fraternity. The south of the
country hosts two other major mafias: the camorra, from Naples and its hinterland; and
the 'ndrangheta, the mafia from the poor and isolated region of Calabria that has now
risen to become the most powerful mob of all. Each of these brotherhoods has its own
methods, its own dark rituals, its own style of ferocity and corruption. Their early history
is little known; indeed some of it has been entirely shrouded in myth and silence until
now. BLOOD BROTHERHOODS is a book of breathtaking ambition, charting the birth
and rise of all three of Italy's mafias. It blends ground-breaking archival research,
passionate narrative, and shrewd historical analysis to bring Italy's unique 'criminal
ecosystem', and the three terrifying criminal brotherhoods that evolved within it, to life
on the page.
La Mafia siciliana, la Cosa Nostra, no es la única sociedad criminal peligrosa de Italia.
El país alberga otras dos mafias importantes: la Camorra napolitana y, en la pobre y
aislada región de Calabria, la misteriosa 'Ndrangheta, que se ha convertido en la más
poderosa de la actualidad. Desde que aparecieron, las tres mafias han corrompido las
instituciones italianas, recortado las opciones vitales de sus conciudadanos, eludido la
justicia y establecido su rentable intermediación como alternativa a los tribunales. Pero
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cada una de estas hermandades tiene sus propios métodos, sus rituales salvajes y su
brutalidad característica. Cada una está perfectamente adaptada para corromper y
explotar su propio entorno, a la vez que colabora, aprende y lucha con las otras mafias.
La sombra del crimen organizado oscurece todo un país consumido por la deuda, la
parálisis política y la corrupción rampante. Historia de la mafia busca los orígenes de
esta enfermedad en las raíces de la unificación italiana y muestra cómo la violencia
política incubó grupúsculos criminales entre los limosneros de Palermo, los hediondos
arrabales de Nápoles y las inhóspitas aldeas de montaña calabresas. Esta es una obra
de ambición asombrosa, que cuenta por primera vez la historia entrecruzada de las
tres mafias desde sus orígenes hasta la actualidad.
'Sicily is the key to everything' Johann Wolfgang von Goethe The author of the classic
book on Venice turns his sights to Sicily in this beautiful book full of maps and colour
photographs. 'I discovered Sicily almost by mistake . . .We drove as far as Naples, then
put the car on the night ferry to Palermo. There was a degree of excitement in the early
hours when we passed Stromboli, emitting a rich glow every half-minute or so like an
ogre puffing on an immense cigar; and a few hours later, in the early morning sunshine,
we sailed into the Conca d'Oro, the Golden Shell, in which the city lies. Apart from the
beauty of the setting, I remember being instantly struck by a change in atmosphere.
The Strait of Messina is only a couple of miles across and the island is politically part of
Italy; yet somehow one feels that one has entered a different world . . . This book is,
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among other things, an attempt to analyse why this should be.' The stepping stone
between Europe and Africa, the gateway between the East and the West, at once a
stronghold, clearing-house and observation post, Sicily has been invaded and fought
over by Phoenicians and Greeks, Carthaginians and Romans, Goths and Byzantines,
Arabs and Normans, Germans, Spaniards and the French for thousands of years. It has
belonged to them all - and yet has properly been part of none. John Julius Norwich was
inspired to become a writer by his first visit in 1961 and this book is the result of a
fascination that has lasted over half a century. In tracing its dark story, he attempts to
explain the enigma that lies at the heart of the Mediterranean's largest island. This vivid
short history covers everything from erupting volcanoes to the assassination of
Byzantine emperors, from Nelson's affair with Emma Hamilton to Garibaldi and the rise
of the Mafia. Taking in the key buildings and towns, and packed with fascinating stories
and unforgettable characters, Sicily is the book he was born to write.
The “post-classic” era of American gangster films began in 1967 with the release of
Bonnie and Clyde, achieving a milestone five years later with the popular and highly
influential The Godfather. This historical study explores the structure, myths and
intertextual narratives found in the gangster films produced since The Godfather. The
intense relationship between masculinity and ethnicity in the gangster film, especially
within the movie-generated mythology of the Mafia, is carefully analyzed, and the book
tracks the trends in the genre up to and including the landmark HBO television series
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The Sopranos (1999–2007). A selected filmography is included. Instructors considering
this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
In MAFIA REPUBLIC, John Dickie, Professor of Italian Studies at University College,
London and author of the international bestsellers COSA NOSTRA and MAFIA
BROTHERHOODS, shows how the Italian mafias have grown in power and become
more and more interconnected, with terrifying consequences. In 1946, Italy became a
democratic Republic, thereby entering the family of modern western nations. But deep
within Italy there lurked a forgotten curse: three major criminal brotherhoods, whose
methods had been honed over a century of experience. As Italy grew, so did the
mafias. Sicily's Cosa Nostra, the camorra from Naples, and the mysterious 'ndrangheta
from Calabria stood ready to enter the wealthiest and bloodiest period of their long
history. Italy made itself rich by making scooters, cars and handbags. The mafias
carved out their own route to wealth through tobacco smuggling, construction,
kidnapping and narcotics. And as criminal business grew exponentially, the mafias
grew not just more powerful, but became more interconnected. By the 1980s, Southern
Italy was on the edge of becoming a narco-state. The scene was set for a titanic
confrontation between heroic representatives of the law, and mafiosi who could no
longer tolerate any obstacle to their ambitions. This was a war for Italy's future as a
civilized country. At its peak in 1992-93, the 'ndrangheta was beheading people in the
street, and the Sicilian mafia murdered its greatest enemies, investigating magistrates
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Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino, before embarking on a major terrorist bombing
campaign on the Italian mainland. Today, the long shadow of mafia history still hangs
over a nation wracked by debt, political paralysis, and widespread corruption. While
police put their lives on the line every day, one of Silvio Berlusconi's ministers said that
Italy had to 'learn to live with the mafia'; suspicions of mafia involvement still surround
some of the country's most powerful media moguls and politicians. The latest
investigations show that its reach is astonishing: it controls much of Europe's wholesale
cocaine trade, and representatives from as far away as Germany, Canada and
Australia come to Calabria to seek authorisation for their affairs. Just when it thought it
had finally contained the mafia threat, Italy is now discovering that it harbours the most
global criminal network of them all.
Palermo - the capital of Sicily - is a destination with a difference. The city is a treasure
trove of original monuments and works of art, combined with architecture of grand
proportions. Yet it also has a grittier side, shown by the continuing influence of the
mafia. Jeremy Dummett here provides a concise overview of Palermo's eventful history,
together with a survey of its most important monuments and sites. He looks at the
influences of the city's various ancient rulers - the Phoenicians, Romans, Arabs and
Normans - as well as its more recent incarnation as part of the Italian state. In addition
to being an essential companion for visitors to Palermo, this book can be equally
enjoyed as a standalone history of the city and its place at the heart of Sicily.
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The first of its kind in English, Mafia and Outlaw Stories from Italian Life and Literature
is a selection of readings from Italian fiction and non-fiction writers on the subject of the
Mafia. Among the renowned writers featured are Giovanni Verga, Grazia Deledda,
Anna Maria Ortese, Livia De Stefani, and Silvana La Spina, as well as famous
witnesses such as Felicia Impastato, Letizia Battaglia, and Rita Atria who provide
personal, often terrifying testimonies about their experiences with the Mafia. It is a
historically diverse examination of criminal and outlaw institutions by some of the most
significant figures in Italian literature. These newly translated writings show the ways in
which Italians perceived and wrote about the Mafia and crime from the 1880s to the
1990s. Among them are stories dealing with the important legends used by the Mafia
as sources for their image and ideology, legends such as the brigand and the Blessed
Paulists. Some of the fascinating themes discussed are connections between the
Mafia, the State, and the Catholic Church; the Mafia and children; women and the
Mafia; the Black Hand; and relations between the Mafia and the Allied Forces during
the Second World War. Robin Pickering-Iazzi incorporates an invaluable introduction
that charts key periods in the history of Italy and the Mafia, and profiles each of the
authors in the collection, noting their major works in Italian as well as those available in
English. These and other features make this text especially appropriate for courses in
Italian studies. Mafia and Outlaw Stories from Italian Life and Literature takes a unique
and intriguing approach to the subject of the Mafia, and offers informed judgements
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about its historical impact on Italian society and culture.
Cosa Nostra: A History of the Sicilian MafiaSt. Martin's Press
What is it about Tony Soprano that makes him so amiable? For that matter, how is it
that many of us secretly want Scarface to succeed or see Michael Corleone as,
ultimately, a hero? What draws us into the otherwise horrifically violent world of the
mafia? In The Mafia, Roberto M. Dainotto explores the irresistible appeal of this
particular brand of organized crime, its history, and the mythology we have developed
around it. Dainotto traces the development of the mafia from its rural beginnings in
Western Sicily to its growth into a global crime organization alongside a parallel
examination of its evolution in music, print, and on the big screen. He probes the
tension between the real mafia—its violent, often brutal reality—and how we imagine it to
be: a mythical potpourri of codes of honor, family values, and chivalry. But rather than
dismiss our collective imagining of the mafia as a complete fiction, Dainotto instead sets
out to understand what needs and desires or material and psychic longing our fantasies
about the mafia—the best kind of the bad life—are meant to satisfy. Exploring the rich
array of films, books, television programs, music, and even video games portraying and
inspired by the mafia, this book offers not only a social, economic, and political history
of one of the most iconic underground cultures, but a new way of understanding our
enduring fascination with the complex society that lurks behind the sinister Omertà of
the family business.
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+++Haarsträubendes True Crime: Erstmals die wahre Geschichte der gesamten Mafia
mit all ihren Gesichtern – Camorra, Cosa Nostra, 'Ndrangheta. Von Bestsellerautor
John Dickie+++ Sie stehen für Korruption, Subventionsbetrug, Menschenhandel,
Erpressung und Mord. Jeder dieser Mafiaclans hat seine eigene Geschichte, dunklen
Rituale, Grausamkeiten und speziellen Geschäftmethoden. Alle drei haben ihre
erbarmungslose Herrschaft international etabliert, die 'Ndrangheta hat Deutschland fest
in ihrer Hand. Den blutigen Werdegang dieser einstmals lokalen
Verbrecherorganisationen bis hin zu international kooperierenden Unternehmen erzählt
der Bestsellerautor und Historiker John Dickie anhand beeindruckender Recherchen.
Die brutale Wahrheit hinter den Mythen, glänzend erzählt, packender als jeder Krimi.
Internationally known authorities in criminal justice provide one of the most
comprehensive assessments today of the diverse ethnic and racial groups in the
criminal underworld and their grave threats to the very fabric of American society. This
coherent overview describes Mafia, Chinese, African American, Russian, and other
criminal activities in different cities currently with historical background, showing the
pernicious effects that their illicit operations have had on the economic, social, political,
and moral life of the nation. This one-volume reference also assesses law enforcement
and crime control programs during the 20th century. This sobering overview should be
required reading for specialist and general audiences alike and for broad library use
given the serious threats of organized crime to all Americans in the 1990s.
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A comprehensive overview of organized crime looks as the history and daily functioning
of organized criminal activities throughout the world as well as the international laws
and treaties governing the treatment of these organizations.
"Reppetto's book earns its place among the best . . . he brings fresh context to a
familiar story worth retelling." —The New York Times Book Review Organized crime—the
Italian American kind—has long been a source of popular entertainment and legend.
Now Thomas Reppetto provides a balanced history of the Mafia's rise—from the 1880s
to the post-WWII era—that is as exciting and readable as it is authoritative. Structuring
his narrative around a series of case histories featuring such infamous characters as
Lucky Luciano and Al Capone, Reppetto draws on a lifetime of field experience and
access to unseen documents to show us a locally grown Mafia. It wasn't until the
1920s, thanks to Prohibition, that the Mafia assumed what we now consider its defining
characteristics, especially its octopuslike tendency to infiltrate industry and government.
At mid-century the Kefauver Commission declared the Mafia synonymous with Union
Siciliana; in the 1960s the FBI finally admitted the Mafia's existence under the name La
Cosa Nostra. American Mafia is a fascinating look at America's most compelling
criminal subculture from an author who is intimately acquainted with both sides of the
street.
Consisting of 28 articles, this comprehensive reference work on the study of crime,
examines: its causes, effects, trends, and institutions, current philosophies of
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punishment and ways of controlling crime.
*Includes pictures *Includes a bibliography for further reading The word "mafia," Sicilian
in origin, is synonymous with Italy, but Italy is home to several different mafias, with
three being particularly notorious. While the Cosa Nostra of western Sicily is the most
infamous, other powerful groups include the ferocious 'Ndrangheta of Calabria and the
Camorra, the third-largest mafia, which is active in Naples and the Campania region. A
"mafia" is loosely defined as a criminal organization that is interested in social,
economic and political power, combining elements of a traditional secret society with
those of a business, but further levels of nuance are necessary in order to understand
these groups. In a general sense, this is because each mafia creates a myth about the
development of the organization, which becomes like an unquestionable truth. In
essence, part of what makes its members so completely loyal to it is also what makes
outsiders so utterly afraid of it. Over the course of the 19th century, the people of Sicily
found themselves at the center of a struggle for freedom, one that ended up being long
and often very bloody. It was during these crucial years of struggle that the Sicilian
mafia, La cosa nostra ("Our thing"), started to take shape. The original word "mafia"
was a part of Palermitan slang, and although the origins of the word are not completely
certain, some linguistic historians believe it originally meant "flashy." One historian of
the mafia, Salvatore Lupo, helpfully suggests that it was used in its earliest iterations to
vaguely refer to a "pathological relationship among politics, society and criminality." In
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the particular case of the Camorra, the difficulty of understanding an underground
criminal association is made all the more intense because it is so heterogeneous in
terms of its development, its different functions, and the diversity of economic sectors in
which it operates. To reflect that diversity, some scholars like to refer to it as Camorre,
the plural version of Camorra. This decision is more than just a question of semantics,
because using the plural form helps emphasize the internal differences and conflicts
within the Neapolitan mafia, which, in turn, helps explain the very nature of the
organization itself. The Neapolitan mafia is famous for its pervasive nature, which is
due to the fact that it is organized in a horizontal, decentralized way. This means there
is not one single "boss" who dictates policy and can be more strategic in how and when
violence is deployed. Unlike other mafias, in the Camorra there has been no long-term
reigning family, nor extensive coordination between families to form an alliance and
function as a unified mafia for their shared benefit. The 'Ndrangheta (pronounced andrang-et-ah) is a close neighbor of the Cosa Nostra and currently considered the most
powerful (and difficult to spell) criminal organization in Italy. The 'Ndrangheta is
centered around Calabria, the most southwestern region of Italy, almost touching the
Sicilian city of Messina. Though it began as far back as the late 19th century, it was not
until the 1950s that the 'Ndrangheta started to spread its tentacles throughout Italy and
then across the entire globe, forming an empire that now ranges from Australia and
Turkey to Chile to Canada. The fact that the 'Ndrangheta is overshadowed by the
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Sicilian Cosa Nostra, as well as by the Neapolitan mafia, the Camorra, allowed it to
grow and develop outside of the public eye. For years, people actually considered the
Calabrian mafia to be part of the Cosa Nostra as a mere appendage, rather than its
own entity. This false belief was perpetuated by the high-profile Sicilian pentito,
Tommaso Buscetta, and it was not until the beginning of the 21st century that the
'Ndrangheta came into the public eye due to two dramatic killings, the assassination of
a politician and the "Duisburg massacre."
The Gambino family really in many ways has been stripped of the legendary leadership
that they had for many years. Vincent Mangano, Albert Anastasia, Carlo Gambino and
when I say legendary I would stop there. Paul Castellano he tried to recall a lot of
profits as his brother-in-law left them and John Gotti just brought the family down. The
family has been shattered so you have the rise of this enormous criminal organization,
then it reaches its Apogee in the reign of Carlo Gambino and the reign of Paul
Castellano and then crashes. It's destroyed by the reign of John Gotti. I think a final
thought may be a quote from big Paul Castellano. "This life of ours, this is a wonderful
life. If you can get through life like this and get away with it, hey that's great. But it's very
unpredictable. There are so many ways you can screw it up." And in my opinion they
screwed up in the end.
Consulting rare archival sources, Salvatore Lupo traces the web of associations, both
illicit and legitimate, that have defined the Sicilian Mafia from 1860 to the present. He
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focuses on several crucial periods of transformation: the Italian unification of 1860 and
1861, the murder of noted politician Notarbartolo, the fascist repression of the Mafia,
the Allied invasion of 1943, the social conflicts that followed each world war, and the
major murders and trials of the 1980s. Lupo clarifies the Mafia's cultural codes and
situates them within social groups and communities. He also refutes the notion that the
Mafia has grown more ruthless in recent decades. Rather than representing a shift from
"honorable" crime to immoral drug trafficking and violence, Lupo argues the terroristic
activities of the modern Mafia signify a new desire for visibility and a distinct break from
the state.
A History of the Board of Directors of La Cosa Nostra Andy Petepiece The Mafia
Commission is a well researched book on the nearly 100 year history of the Mafia's
Board of Directors. It begins with the era before the formation of the Commission in
1931 and continues to the famous 1986 trial that brought the Commission to its knees.
The reason for the Mafia's adoption of this method of governing is explained as well as
its rules and regulations. Many examples are used to illustrate the operation of this
entity including a variety of Mafia wars. All the familiar Mafia characters are within the
covers of this history. Personalities like Capone, Lucky Luciano, Joe Bonanno, and Fat
Tony Salerno come to life as many of their notorious exploits are described. The now
famous RICO laws are explained and the reader will see how they are applied in the
1986 Commission case. An "Afterwards" chapter outlines what became of the
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defendants, prosecutors, and other major "good guys" as the years passed. Not
surprisingly, for some of these characters, the future was pretty dim. The Mafia
Commission is an interesting read, packed with Mafia history, explanations of why
certain events happened, and the results of these actions. Add in the many character
descriptions and most fans of this topic will be pleased to have purchased the book.

The Sicilian mafia, or Cosa Nostra, is far from being Italy's only dangerous
criminal fraternity. The south of the country hosts two other major mafias: the
camorra, from Naples and its hinterland; and the 'ndrangheta, the mafia from the
poor and isolated region of Calabria that has now risen to become the most
powerful mob of all. Each of these brotherhoods has its own methods, its own
dark rituals, its own style of ferocity and corruption. Their early history is little
known; indeed some of it has been entirely shrouded in myth and silence until
now. This is a book of breathtaking ambition, charting the birth and rise of all
three of Italy's mafias. It blends ground-breaking archival research, passionate
narrative, and shrewd historical analysis to bring Italy's unique 'criminal
ecosystem', and the three terrifying criminal brotherhoods that evolved within it,
to life on the page.
MAFIA. CAMORRA. 'NDRANGHETA. The Sicilian mafia, known as Cosa Nostra,
is far from being Italy's only dangerous criminal fraternity. The country hosts two
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other major mafias: the camorra from Naples; and, from the poor and isolated
region of Calabria, the mysterious 'ndrangheta, which has now risen to become
the most powerful mob group active today. Since they emerged, the mafias have
all corrupted Italy's institutions, drastically curtailed the life-chances of its citizens,
evaded justice, and set up their own self-interested meddling as an alternative to
the courts. Yet each of these brotherhoods has its own methods, its own dark
rituals, its own style of ferocity. Each is uniquely adapted to corrupt and exploit its
own specific environment, as it collaborates with, learns from, and goes to war
with the other mafias. Today, the shadow of organized crime hangs over a
country racked by debt, political paralysis, and widespread corruption. The
'ndrangheta controls much of Europe's wholesale cocaine trade and, by some
estimates, 3 percent of Italy's total GDP. Blood Brotherhoods traces the origins of
this national malaise back to Italy's roots as a united country in the nineteenth
century, and shows how political violence incubated underworld sects among the
lemon groves of Palermo, the fetid slums of Naples, and the harsh mountain
villages of Calabria. Blood Brotherhoods is a book of breathtaking ambition,
tracing for the first time the interlocking story of all three mafias from their origins
to the present day. John Dickie is recognized in Italy as one of the foremost
historians of organized crime. In these pages, he blends archival detective work,
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passionate narrative, and shrewd analysis to bring a unique criminal ecosystem
-- and the three terrifying criminal brotherhoods that have evolved within it -- to
life on the page.
Die Mafia - was im 19. Jahrhundert als Geheimbund auf Sizilien begann, ist zum
Inbegriff des weltweit organisierten Verbrechens geworden. Der Einfluss der
Mafia reicht schon lange in alle Bereiche der westlichen Gesellschaft hinein - bis
in die höchsten Ränge der Politik. Weil es fast unmöglich scheint, die Mauer des
Schweigens um die "ehrenwert...
In MAFIA REPUBLIC, John Dickie, Professor of Italian Studies at University
College, London and author of the international bestsellers COSA NOSTRA and
MAFIA BROTHERHOODS, shows how the Italian mafias have grown in power
and become more and more interconnected, with terrifying consequences. The
Financial Times described John Dickie's MAFIA BROTHERHOODS as 'Powered
by the sort of muscular prose that one associates with great detective fiction' and
in MAFIA REPUBLIC John Dickie again marries outstanding scholarship with
compelling storytelling. In 1946, Italy became a democratic Republic, thereby
entering the family of modern western nations. But deep within Italy there lurked
a forgotten curse: three major criminal brotherhoods, whose methods had been
honed over a century of experience. As Italy grew, so did the mafias. Sicily's
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Cosa Nostra, the camorra from Naples, and the mysterious 'ndrangheta from
Calabria stood ready to enter the wealthiest and bloodiest period of their long
history. Italy made itself rich by making scooters, cars and handbags. The mafias
carved out their own route to wealth through tobacco smuggling, construction,
kidnapping and narcotics. And as criminal business grew exponentially, the
mafias grew not just more powerful, but became more interconnected. By the
1980s, Southern Italy was on the edge of becoming a narco-state. The scene
was set for a titanic confrontation between heroic representatives of the law, and
mafiosi who could no longer tolerate any obstacle to their ambitions. This was a
war for Italy's future as a civilized country. At its peak in 1992-93, the 'ndrangheta
was beheading people in the street, and the Sicilian mafia murdered its greatest
enemies, investigating magistrates Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino,
before embarking on a major terrorist bombing campaign on the Italian mainland.
Today, the long shadow of mafia history still hangs over a nation wracked by
debt, political paralysis, and widespread corruption. While police put their lives on
the line every day, one of Silvio Berlusconi's ministers said that Italy had to 'learn
to live with the mafia'; suspicions of mafia involvement still surround some of the
country's most powerful media moguls and politicians. The latest investigations
show that its reach is astonishing: it controls much of Europe's wholesale cocaine
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trade, and representatives from as far away as Germany, Canada and Australia
come to Calabria to seek authorisation for their affairs. Just when it thought it had
finally contained the mafia threat, Italy is now discovering that it harbours the
most global criminal network of them all.
John Dickie erzählt in seinem internationalen Bestseller die spannende
Geschichte der Mafia von ihren Anfängen in den Olivenhainen Siziliens, über ihre
Erfolgsgeschichte in den USA bis hin zu ihrem Ausbau zur global operierenden
Holding. Von den Regeln, die die Organisation der "Ehrenmänner" im Innersten
zusammenhalten, von ihren Initiationsriten, ihren Strategien und
Kooperationspartnern in Staat, Gesellschaft und Kirche. Wenn Sie glauben, alles
über die Mafia zu wissen, irren Sie sich! Erweitert und aktualisiert: mit einem
Extra-Kapitel zur Festnahme von Bernardo Provenzano im Jahr 2006. „ ?Cosa
Nostra ? liest sich wie ein Roman. Ich weiß nicht, was ich am meisten loben soll:
Dickies Sorgfalt, Genauigkeit und seinen Scharfsinn als Historiker oder seine
Lebhaftigkeit, seinen Schwung und seine Gewandtheit als Erzähler.“ Andrea
Camilleri
In this comprehensive study of the role of women in the Italian mafia, Ombretta
Ingrasci assesses the roles and spaces of women within traditionally male,
patriarchal organized crime units. The study draws on an extensive range of
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research, legal reports and interviews with women involved with the mafia, public
officials and police. Placed within a framework of political, social, cultural and
religious history, post-1945, this book provides an excellent history of women and
organized crime in modern Italy.
Buon appetito! Everyone loves Italian food. But how did the Italians come to eat
so well? The answer lies amid the vibrant beauty of Italy's historic cities. For a
thousand years, they have been magnets for everything that makes for great
eating: ingredients, talent, money, and power. Italian food is city food. From the
bustle of medieval Milan's marketplace to the banqueting halls of Renaissance
Ferrara; from street stalls in the putrid alleyways of nineteenth-century Naples to
the noisy trattorie of postwar Rome: in rich slices of urban life, historian and
master storyteller John Dickie shows how taste, creativity, and civic pride
blended with princely arrogance, political violence, and dark intrigue to create the
world's favorite cuisine. Delizia! is much more than a history of Italian food. It is a
history of Italy told through the flavors and character of its cities. A dynamic
chronicle that is full of surprises, Delizia! draws back the curtain on much that
was unknown about Italian food and exposes the long-held canards. It interprets
the ancient Arabic map that tells of pasta's true origins, and shows that Marco
Polo did not introduce spaghetti to the Italians, as is often thought, but did have a
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big influence on making pasta a part of the American diet. It seeks out the
medieval recipes that reveal Italy's long love affair with exotic spices, and
introduces the great Renaissance cookery writer who plotted to murder the Pope
even as he detailed the aphrodisiac qualities of his ingredients. It moves from the
opulent theater of a Renaissance wedding banquet, with its gargantuan tencourse menu comprising hundreds of separate dishes, to the thin soups and
bland polentas that would eventually force millions to emigrate to the New World.
It shows how early pizzas were disgusting and why Mussolini championed risotto.
Most important, it explains the origins and growth of the world's greatest urban
food culture. With its delectable mix of vivid storytelling, groundbreaking
research, and shrewd analysis, Delizia! is as appetizing as the dishes it
describes. This passionate account of Italy's civilization of the table will satisfy
foodies, history buffs, Italophiles, travelers, students -- and anyone who loves a
well-told tale.
Was würden Sie tun, wenn Sie das Gefühl haben, dass Ihr Chef Sie gern
loswerden möchte, in Ihrem Unternehmen aber leider die übliche Form der
Entlassung nicht die Kündigung, sondern die Ermordung ist? Halten Sie es für
besonders klug, einem Mafioso, der für seine Brutalität bekannt ist, ein Paket mit
faulen Anleihen anzudrehen? Oder Ihrer Frau auszuplaudern, wer alles bei der
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Cosa Nostra nach Ihrer Pfeife tanzt, um Eindruck zu schinden? Federico Varese
berichtet in seinem spannenden Buch vom Leben und Sterben der Mafiosi, das
er so nah und privat erkundet hat wie kaum jemand vor ihm. Die Mafia ist eine
verschlossene Welt voller Gewalt und Härte, in die kein Außenstehender je
Einblick bekommt. Hinter den Mauern des Schweigens aber gibt es eine
Gemeinschaft mit eigenen Regeln und Werten – und es gibt das Mafia-Leben.
Federico Varese hat sich tief ins Herz des organisierten Verbrechens gewagt und
kennt Gangster in Italien, Russland, Hongkong und Japan. Sein Buch gibt einen
intimen Einblick in die Lebensweise der Mafiosi: die bizarren Rituale und
schmutzigen Geschäfte, das Familienleben und den beruflichen Stress, das
Sexualleben und die unerfreulichen Todesarten jener Männer, die zu den
gefährlichsten Menschen der Welt gehören.
A realistic understanding of the mafia must avoid depictions both of a monolithic
organization and of localized, isolated groups. Here, renowned historian Salvatore Lupo
analyzes the mafia as a network of varied relationships and institutions, the result of a
complex cultural and social encounter that was shaped by multiple, diverse
environments.
Issue focuses on Nicola "Nick" Gentile, Mafia leader in U.S. and Sicily, author of 1963
tell-all autobiography. Informer provides Gentile's entire life story, building on original
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research by Mafia history experts, balancing Gentile's self-serving and selfaggrandizing autobiographical work with verifiable history, correcting misinformation
and filling in wide gaps left in his personal account. In addition to studying Gentile's life
and career, Informer provides biographical information for dozens of individuals who
contributed in interesting ways to his life story. Also in this issue: - 1900s Mafia feuds in
Los Angeles, - Book excerpts, - Book announcements, - COVID-19's impact on Mafia, Obituary. Contributors: Thomas Hunt, David Critchley, Steve Turner, Lennert van't Riet,
Richard N. Warner, Justin Cascio, Sam Carlino, Michael O'Haire, Jon Black, Margaret
Janco, Bill Feather, Christian Cipollini.
The startling 1992 confessions of Antonino Calderone, a boss in the Sicilian Mafia,
provide a behind-the-scenes look at la Cosa Nostra that reveals the Mafia's history,
organization, and worldwide influence. 35,000 first printing. $25,000 ad/promo.
Members of organized crime syndicates have gained control of key businesses and
trade unions through their strategic positions as arbiters of labor-management conflicts
and as dispensers of illegal credit. They are managing important sectors of the
contemporary marketplace, engaging in activities far more significant than the vice
enterprises usually associated with criminal activity. Difficult to access for scholarly
study, organized crime is best documented in judicial findings and in legislative reports
from criminal investigations and public hearings. In this book, Alan Block has
assembled a rich cross section of these reports. Taken together, they illustrate how
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organized crime has infiltrated important industries and taken control of union pension
and welfare funds. Designed for students of criminology, sociology, and deviance, the
book provides a comprehensive overview of the business of crime in America today.
In a society where trust is in short supply and democracy weak, the Mafia sells
protection, a guarantee of safe conduct for parties to commercial transactions. Drawing
on the confessions of eight Mafiosi, Diego Gambetta develops an elegant analysis of
the economic and political role of the Sicilian Mafia.
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